MEDIA ALERT/MEDIA BRIEFING
Moving Mobile Messaging forward with Rich Communication Suite Implementation
Canada’s NewPace Technology demonstrates hosted RCS solution
Rich Communication Suite (RCS) is a mobile industry standards effort led by the GSM Association
(GSMA) that unifies communication by combining voice, presence, status, instant messaging/texting,
buddy lists, media sharing, conferencing and video chat into one service on a mobile handset without
the need for third-party software and downloads.
Rich Communication Suite has been a much-debated topic in the mobile industry for several years,
however its implementation has come with apprehension associated with ostensible execution
barriers. NewPace has developed a low cost, low risk, hosted RCS solution that negates many
barriers including the perceived need for IMS core and capital expenditure requirements.
Join NewPace for a media briefing that will showcase its RCS solution at Mobile World Congress
2012, the only RCS solution that does not require an IMS core. This presentation will introduce
attendees to NewPace, showcase a multi-device demonstration of RCS and include partnership
announcements.
WHEN:

Tuesday, February 28, 2012
16:30 (CET)

WHERE:

Room 3, Media Centre located in Hall 2.1
Mobile World Congress
Barcelona, Spain

About	
  NewPace	
  Technology	
  Development	
  Inc.	
  
Founded in 2009, NewPace is a privately-held professional software engineering company based in
Halifax, Canada. NewPace delivers cutting-edge software solutions in a variety of domains, including
mobile applications for the enterprise and the Rich Communications Suite. Having developed largescale VoIP products and implemented global integration of Instant Messaging products, the NewPace
team has substantial experience in telecommunications development and operations.
The
organization services a wide variety of global clients, providing a stable secure environment and the
expertise to delivery robust, high availability and scalable solutions.
The NewPace team includes specialists in Android™, BlackBerry® and iOS™ platforms
development; VoIP/SIP applications; graphic designers; software developers; quality assurance and
operations specialists. To find out more about NewPace visit: www.newpace.com
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